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He's brash, brilliant, and drawn to controversy like a moth to a flame. For decades, Mark Steyn
has dazzled audiences around the world with his raucous wit and brutal honesty. Whether he's
sounding off on the tyranny of political correctness, the existential threat of Islamic extremism,
the "nationalization" of the family, or the "near suicidal stupidity" of America's immigration
regime, Steyn is always provocative - and often laugh-out-loud hilarious. The Undocumented
Mark Steyn gathers Steyn's best columns in a timeless and indispensable guide to the end of
the world as we know it.

"Buettner’s latest book, “The Blue Zones Solution,” . . . takes a deep dive into five places around
the world where people have a beguiling habit of forgetting to die."—The New York
Times"Bestselling author Buettner is back with a well-organized game plan for a long and well-
lived life...This is a thoughtfully presented and well-written guide from which anyone—no matter
where he or she is in the journey to better health—can benefit." --Publishers Weekly, starred
review"An ideal way to learn how to live longer and better is to study people who are doing just
that. [Buettner] distills the deepest insights from the Blue Zones to light our path." --Mehmet Oz,
M.D."The Blue Zones Solution elegantly combines deep investigation and science with practical
advice and recipes, making it the rare book that belongs in both your office and your kitchen." --
Daniel H. Pink, author of Drive and A Whole New Mind"Buettner's initiative has the potential to
dramatically change the way we think about health in America." --Walter Willett, M.D., chairman
of the Department of Nutrition at Harvard School of Public Health"Propogating the Blue Zones
would not only prevent a rise in the prevalence of diabetes (and other such misfortunes); it would
allow us to eliminate more than 80 percent of the burden we have now. That's revolutionary."--
David Katz, M.D., director of the Yale-Griffin Prevention Research Center"If you want a delicious
way to eat to 100, then this is perhaps the most important food book of your lifetime." --Andrew
Zimmern, host of the Travel Channel's Bizarre Foods"In this worthy successor to his 2009 best
seller, The Blue Zones, journalist and health activist Buettner teases out the habits and practices
of the people he deems the world’s healthiest...Readers seeking a healthier lifestyle will
appreciate this warm and encouraging book." --Library Journal"A lot of science and research
have gone into searching for the healthiest diets, but when it comes down to the Blue Zones, the
proof is in the pudding: These people actually are living longer, healthier lives. One of the tricks?
Lay off the pudding." --Food and Wine"Cheater's Guide to Living to 100: 4 super-simple secrets
to living longer, healthier and happier--from longevity expert Dan Buettner and centenarians
around the world." --Parade"These healthy living techniques might just convince you to start
planning ahead for your 100th birthday party." --Dailyburn.com About the AuthorDAN
BUETTNER is the founder of Blue Zones, an organization that helps Americans live longer,



healthier lives. His groundbreaking work on longevity led to his 2005 National Geographic cover
story "Secrets of Living Longer" and two national bestsellers, The Blue Zones: Lessons for
Living Longer From the People Who've Lived the Longest and Thrive. He lives in Minneapolis,
MN. He can be found on Facebook and Twitter, and through his website bluezones.com.
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Craig Matteson, “A collection of truly wonderful columns on culture, art, politics, and issues of
the day from around the world.. I am a devoted fan of Mark Steyn. He is my favorite guest host
for Rush Limbaugh. I find his humor actually funny with a sharp with and well targeted points.
And he has the ability to write insightfully on a wider range of topics than most writers. For
example, read his beautiful piece on Stephen Foster in this collection. He is also a writer with
enough courage to write what he believes and has faced real personal and financial peril
because of the truths he is willing to tell in our dishonest age.This is a collection of his best
columns and they are VERY good. The book has seventeen sections of a few to a half dozen
articles each. They are not grouped or presented chronologically, but by topic. The first section
is on the decadence and weakening of American Liberty and culture. The second is on the
ridiculous developments in our values. The third deals with issues of culture clash in Christmas,
dating, sexual mores, and guns.The fourth deals with government enforcement of bureaucratic
nonsense. The fifth on the way we are militarizing our culture in order to avoid dealing with the
true issue we face in terrorism, which is Militant Jihadist Islam. The sixth examines the
propaganda of our cultural elite in our universities and the media. Number eight contains
columns dealing with the changes and wars after 9/11. Section nine is hilarious stuff examining
the way our culture ties itself in knots to accommodate and not offend Muslim sensibilities all the
while offending everyone else, but we can’t admit it.Number ten looks at some articles on music
and art. Section eleven looks at the changes in the way we are living our private lives to conform
to these changing values. Remember, many of these articles are about Canada, Britain, and
Europe, too. It is not all about America. Section twelve looks at the issues surround families,
children, and sexual identity. Section thirteen presents us with some articles he wrote about
show busiess figures. Number fourteen deals with comedic aspects of cultural bullies and their
excesses (every color of ribbon has been used so what next?).Section fifteen deals with dying
cultures such as the emptiness of the Middle East Muslim cultures after decades of conflict,
corruption, and hate. The aging of Japan. And the way the cultures in the Middle East are
driving out Jews, Christians, and anyone not for Militant Islam. A largely abandoned Jewish
cemetery in Tangiers is the touching symbol of the issue. Chapter sixteen examines those brave
enough to fight the decadence and dying of Western Culture. And the last postscript section
deals with the author’s columns on topics dear to his own heart.A very worthwhile read. Enjoy!
Reviewed by Craig Matteson, Saline, MI”

Peter Lorenzi, “Steyn strikes again, with acerbic humor and razor-sharp insight. With four
hundred fifteen pages, sixteen sections (plus introduction and postscript), more than eighty
columns (The Audacity of Grope, Did the Earth Summit Move for You? My Sahria Amour, A
Town with Pity, Only the Clonely), and more puns and turn of a phrase than anyone can count,
Mark Steyn continues to delight readers while raising concerns about the direction of America,



western civilization, and democracy in this century. The future is not pretty, at least it will be if we
continue down our current path, a path that Steyn has aptly described, cataloged and skewered
for more than fifteen years. Acknowledging that this is a collection of previously published
essays, going back to a Monica Lewinsky column in 1998, there is not really anything much
'new' here. That said, compiling, editing and publishing fifteen years of great writing is a great
service to the late-arriving reader as well as the long-term fan. And his opening remarks on
culture and politics, discussed recently with Limbaugh, add some fully realized realizations that
elections matter less than the dominant culture. The politically correct have won the culture wars
and reclaiming any sense of core, constitutional principles is going to be a long, difficult
slog.NOTE: The October 20 release date is not accurate. Amazon shipped the book this week; I
received my copy Tuesday.”

Vilnis Neilands, “Ox Goring. This is a compendium of previously written pieces replete with the
typical Steyn well honed wit displaying the man’s broad intellect and writer’s skill set.The words
read faster than they can be absorbed, for there is so much in them. There is no squemishness
whatsoever and political correctness be damned in his frontal assaults.No one would argue that
Steyn is a moderate centrist, but no matter your stance on the political rainbow the man can and
should be admired for not hiding in the side bushes of debate. Which is a blessing for society
needs ox goring, charging at windmills, or noble knights lancing group-speak.And recently due
to attacks against him Steyn has become a formidable and courageous warrior who has taken
up the broad axe to protect the first amendment liberty of us all, in order that we may continue to
immerse in the debate along side of him.Engrossing to read, especially knowing that that funds
from the sale are going towards jamming Mann-made hockey sticks where they were never
intended.”

D. Crowell, “Something for Everyone!. Steyn is such an incredible writer and thinker. There is
something for everyone in this collection. I find the earlier selections particularly interesting as
Steyn's views end of being proven by time.Highly recommend for those who like to laugh,
remember history and are well versed in current events so that Steyn's satire is
understandable.Will not forget his ode to the Perfect XMAS nor his essay describing how to
throw away a fluorescent light bulb!His knowledge of music is fantastic.... also loved his music
and theatre pieces. Reading Steyn is to keep a perpetual smile on your face.”

John Paul Harmon, “He's afflicting the comfortable in the fine tradition of Jeremiah and Amos.
Steyn is a broad observer of life. As a commentator on the world, he is set apart by his "taking"
writing style, hard work, and ability to summarily weave together a dozen different technical and
cultural threads into a plausible metastory that actually gets read broadly. He's afflicting the
comfortable in the fine tradition of Jeremiah and Amos, and his predictions (from his earlier
work, and in some of the older columns in this book) about the future seem to be conservative in



that... he usually can't seem to actually forsee that things will change as fast as they in fact do
change. But for the future's general direction his articles have no current peer.The articles from
his trip around Iraq just after "Mission Accomplished" are particularly worth pondering in light of
subsequent events in the region.”

Chris of Wrexham, “First class. Shame he no longer writes for the .... First class. Shame he no
longer writes for the Telegraph or any UK newspaper. The journalists now seem to be young
under informed and less educated.”

Mark G., “Four Stars. Great book from great author.”

Michael David Picton, “Five Stars. I wish he were still writing for telegraph”

O. G. M. Morgan, “Last Laughs. This ought to be a major yawnathon (but definitely isn't). Mark
Steyn is just re-cycling his old articles, so why should they be worth reading?Well, for one thing,
they were either bluddy funny, in the first place, or absolutely terrifying. The ones which made
you laugh out loud will still do so. The pieces which make you weep for the future of civilisation -
yep, they work, too. Mark Steyn has been published in a huge range of publications around the
world, so it's not likely that anyone, whose surname isn't Steyn, has read all of his
articles.Steyn's predictions have a tendency to come true. I am pretty sure that Mark Steyn
would be first in line to wish that they wouldn't.We're doomed, but, thanks to Mark Steyn, you
can get some really good laughs, on the way.”

The book by Candace Fleming has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 339 people have provided feedback.
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